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Another Brick in the WallAnother Brick in the WallAnother Brick in the WallAnother Brick in the Wall    

    
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M_bvThttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M_bvThttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M_bvThttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M_bvT----DGcWwDGcWwDGcWwDGcWw    
1) Is it important to go to school? Why?1) Is it important to go to school? Why?1) Is it important to go to school? Why?1) Is it important to go to school? Why?    
2) Do you think you need to get an education? Why?2) Do you think you need to get an education? Why?2) Do you think you need to get an education? Why?2) Do you think you need to get an education? Why?    
3333) Put the lines in the correct ) Put the lines in the correct ) Put the lines in the correct ) Put the lines in the correct order:order:order:order:    
    
by pouring their derision upon anything we did 
the children anyway they could 
exposing any weakness however carefully hidden by the kids. 
When we grew up and went to school, there were certain teachers who would hurt 
    
4) 4) 4) 4) Did you like the teacher thDid you like the teacher thDid you like the teacher thDid you like the teacher that appeared in the movie? Why (not)? How was the at appeared in the movie? Why (not)? How was the at appeared in the movie? Why (not)? How was the at appeared in the movie? Why (not)? How was the 
boy feeling? Have you ever felt like that?boy feeling? Have you ever felt like that?boy feeling? Have you ever felt like that?boy feeling? Have you ever felt like that?    
    
Would thrash them within inches of their lives! 
their fat and psychopathic wives 
Out in the middle of nowhere they were home at night 
 
5) 5) 5) 5) Can you describe his wifeCan you describe his wifeCan you describe his wifeCan you describe his wife? Do they get on well? How do you know? In what sense ? Do they get on well? How do you know? In what sense ? Do they get on well? How do you know? In what sense ? Do they get on well? How do you know? In what sense 
is this related to his teaching?is this related to his teaching?is this related to his teaching?is this related to his teaching?    
    
6) Complete the lines with the appropriate words:6) Complete the lines with the appropriate words:6) Complete the lines with the appropriate words:6) Complete the lines with the appropriate words: 
We don't need no ed_________ 
We don’t need no thought co_______ 
No dark sarcasm in the clas________ 
Teachers leave them k________ alone 
Hey! Te________! Leave them kids alone! 
All in all it's just another br______ in the wall. 
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All in all you're just another brick in the w______. 
 
(A bunch of kids singing) We don't need no ed__________ 
We don’t need no thought co___________ 
No dark sarcasm in the clas___________ 
Teachers leave them ki_____ alone 
Hey! Te__________! Leave us kids alone! 
All in all it's just another br_____ in the wall. 
All in all you're just another brick in the w____. 
 
Spoken: 
"Wrong, Guess again! 
Wrong, Guess again! 
If you don't eat yer meat, you can't have any pudding.        
How can you have any pudding if you don't eat yer meat? 
 
 
7) What’s the meaning of education in the movie? What’s the result of education? 7) What’s the meaning of education in the movie? What’s the result of education? 7) What’s the meaning of education in the movie? What’s the result of education? 7) What’s the meaning of education in the movie? What’s the result of education? 
Do you like that type of education? Is it the only Do you like that type of education? Is it the only Do you like that type of education? Is it the only Do you like that type of education? Is it the only type of education that exists? Why type of education that exists? Why type of education that exists? Why type of education that exists? Why 
do all the students appear wearing masks? Why do the students destroy everything in do all the students appear wearing masks? Why do the students destroy everything in do all the students appear wearing masks? Why do the students destroy everything in do all the students appear wearing masks? Why do the students destroy everything in 
the end? the end? the end? the end?     
 
8) Go back to questions 1 and 2: Are your answers the same? Have you changed your mind? 


